Ahstract-The combination of numerous simple influences between the components of a Biological Regulatory Network (BRN) often leads to behaviors that cannot be grasped intuitively. 
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is motivated by the two specific -although widespread -problems of steady states identification and reachability checking in Biological Regulatory Networks (BRNs) that describe genes and proteins interactions. Indeed, the regulatory phenomena play a crucial role in biological systems, and they need to be studied accurately. The study of BRNs has consequently been the subject of numerous researches [4] , [5] . BRNs consist in sets of either positive or negative mutual interactions between the components. With the purpose of analyzing these systems, they are often modeled as graphs which makes it possible to determine the possible evo lutions of all the interacting components of the system. Thus, in order to address the formal checking of dynamical properties within very large BRNs, new formalisms and conversely new techniques have been proposed during the last decade. For example, Boolean networks [6] have been widely used and studied due to their simplicity and ability to handle noisy data.
But multi-valued discrete networks are now preferred due to their higher modeling power.
The original aim of discrete networks [1], [2] was to by pass the complexity of continuous differential equation-based 978-1-4673-6799-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE 281 modeling. However, these discrete representations quickly gain in complexity -in order to represent more complex behaviors or dynamical constraints -and in popularity -leading to the creation of models with thousands of components, or even dedicated databases. As more complex models arise, the need to study them is also confronted to the increasing complexity of such analyses that are usually exponential with classical model checking methods [3] .
In order to address the formal checking of dynamical properties within very large BRNs, a new discrete formalism, named Process Hitting (PH) [7] , was recently proposed to model concurrent systems having components with few quali tative levels. A PH describes, in an atomic manner, the possible evolutions of a "process" (representing one component at one level) triggered by the hit of other "processes" in the system. Compared with other BRNs formalisms, the particular structure of the PH makes the formal analysis of BRNs with hundreds of components tractable [8] . The particularity of our contribution relies in the use of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [9] to compute the results.
This declarative programming framework has proved efficient to tackle models with a large number of components and parameters. Our aim here is to assess its potential w.r.t. the computation of some dynamical properties of PH models. We chose the PH framework because it allows to represent a wide range of dynamical models, and the particular form of its actions can be easily represented using ASP, with exactly one fact per action.
II.

PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS
A. Process Hitting
Definition 1 introduces the Process Hitting (PH) [7] which allows to model a finite number of local levels, called processes, grouped into a finite set of components, called sorts.
A process is noted ai, where a is the sort's name, and i is the process identifier within sort a. At any time, exactly one process of each sort is active, and the set of active processes is called a state.
The concurrent interactions between processes are defined by a set of actions. Each action is responsible for the replace ment of one process by another of the same sort conditioned by the presence of at most one other process in the current state. An action is denoted by ai -+ bj r bk , which is read as "ai hits bj to make it bounce to bk", where ai, bj, bk are processes of sorts a and b, called respectively hitter, target and bounce of the action. We also call a self-hit any action whose hitter and target sorts are the same, that is, of the form:
ai-+airak ·
The PH is therefore a restriction of synchronous automata networks, where each transition changes the local state of exactly one automaton, and is triggered by the local states of at most two distinct automata. This restriction on the actions was chosen to permit the development of efficient static analysis methods based on abstract interpretation [8] . However, despite this, we can add non-biological components into the system, called cooperative sorts, that allow to model the cooperation between 2 or more components. This allows to partly palliate the reduced expressivity of the PH framework.
Definition 1 (Process Hitting): A Process Hitting is a triple (�, L, H) where:
• � = {a, b, ... } is the finite set of sorts;
• L = D a L: La is the set of states where La = {ao, ... ,ala) is the finite set of processes of sort a E � and La is a positive integer, with a i=-b =} La n Lb = 0; elings and the different methods developed in order to check dynamical properties. In this paper we focus on two main properties of a PH model: the stable states and the reachability.
In the following, we consider a PH model PH = (�, L, H), and we formally define these properties. How to verify them with the help of ASP is the subject of the rest of this paper.
A fixed point, also called stable state, is a state which has no successor, as given in Definition 3. Such states have a particular interest as they denote states in which the model stays indefinitely, and the existence of several of these states denotes a switch in the dynamics [10] . 'Vai -+ bj r bk E H, ai 1. s V bj 1. s .
A finer and more interesting dynamical property consists in the notion of reachability. Such a property, formally expressed in Definition 4, states that starting from a given initial state, it is possible to reach a given goal, that is, a state that contains a process or a set of processes. Checking such a dynamical property is considered difficult as, in usual model-checking techniques, it is required to build (a part of) the state graph, which has an exponential complexity.
In the following, if s E L is a state, we call scenario in s any sequence of successively playable actions in S. We also note Sce( s) the set of all scenarios in S. Moreover, we denote by Proc = Ua E L: La the set of all process in PH.
Definition 4 (Reachability property): If s E L is a state and A � Proc is a set of processes, we denote by P(s, A) the following reachability property:
The aim of this paper is to focus on the resolution of issues related to the previous definitions: we give algorithms enumerating all fixed points (Section IV) and verifying a reach ability property (Section V). This last approach also requires to tackle the simulation of a PH model, that is, the enumeration of all reachable states.
III. ANSWER SET PROGRAMMING
In this section, we briefly recapitulate the basic elements of Answer Set Programming (ASP) [9] , a declarative language that proved efficient to address search problems. An answer set program is a finite set of rules of the form:
where n ?: m ?: 0, ao is a propositional atom or ..1, all aI, ... ,an are propositional atoms, and the symbol "not " denotes negation as failure. The intuitive reading of such a rule is that whenever aI, ... ,am are known to be true and there is no evidence for any of the negated atoms am+! , ... ,an to be true, then ao has to be true as well. If ao = ..1, then the rule becomes a constraint (in which case ao is usually omitted). As 6action("b",1,"ab",0,l) . action("b",0,"ab",2,3) . 7a ction("a",0,"ab",2,O) . action("a",0,"ab",3,l) .
saction("a",1,"ab",0,2) . action("a",1,"ab",1,3) .
9 act ion (" ab" , 3, "z" , 0, 1) .
In lines 1-2 we create the list of processes corresponding to each sort. For example the sort a has 2 processes numbered o and 1; predicate "process ("a" , 0 .. 1)." will in fact expand into the two following predicates:
process("a", 0) . process("a", 1) .
The processes of the cooperative sort ab, which represents a cooperation between the biological components a and b, have been relabeled 0, 1, 2 and 3. Line 3 enumerates every sort of the network from the previous information. In ASP, a word starting with a capital letter is a variable, and the underscore ("_") is a placeholder for any value. Finally, all the actions of the network are defined straightforwardly in lines 4-9; for instance, the predicate "act ion ( "a" , 0, "b" , 0, 1) " represents the action ao -+ bo r bl.
B. Search of fixed points
The enumeration of fixed points requires to translate the definition of a stable state (given in Definition 3) into an ASP program. The first step consists of eliminating all processes involved in a self-hit; the other processes are recorded by the predicate shownProcess (lines 11-13). The previous lines form a cardinality rule that creates as many potential answer sets as the number of possible states to take into account. Finally, the last step consists in filtering out any state that is not a fixed point, or, in other words, eliminating all candidate answer sets in which an action could be played.
For this, we use a constraint: any solution that satisfies the body of this constraint will be removed from the answer set.
Regarding our problem, a state is eliminated if there exists an action between two selected processes (lines 16-17). In the end, the fixed points of the considered model are exactly the states represented in each remaining answer, described by the atoms selectProc (A , I). 
V. DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we present at first how to determine the possible behavior of a PH model after a finite number of steps with an ASP program. Then we tackle the reach ability question: are there scenarios starting from a given initial state that allow to reach a given goal? If yes, we wish to obtain one of the shortest paths to reach this goal.
A. Network simulation
In the previous section, enumerating the fixed points did not require to encode the full dynamics of PH, but only a condition, as it was a static verification. In this section, we need to implement a dynamic simulation of the PH into ASP, in order to apply an exhaustive analysis to search for the paths allowing to reach the goal.
Firstly, we focus on the simulation, that is, the evolution of a model in a limited number of steps. We therefore define the predicate time ( 0 .. n) which sets the number of steps we want to play. The value of n can be arbitrarily chosen;
for example, time ( O .. 10) will compute the 11 first steps, including the initial state. Moreover, in order to specify such an initial state, we add several facts to list of all processes included in this state:
22 init (activeProcess ("a", 0) ) .
vinit(activeProcess("b",O) ) .
Minit(activeProcess("ab",O) ) .
�init(activeProcess ("z",O) ) .
where, for instance, "a" is the name of the sort and "0" the index of the active process.
The dynamics of a network is described by its ac tions; therefore, identifying the future states requires to first identify the playable actions for each state. We re mind that an action is playable in a state when both its hitter process and target process are active in this state (see Definition 2). Therefore, we define an ASP predicate playable (action (A , I, B, J, K), T) which is true when the processes AI and BJ are active at step T. The overall result of the pieces of program presented in this subsection is an answer set containing one answer for every possible simulation in n time steps, starting from a given initial state.
B. Reachability verification
In this section, we focus on the reachability of a set of processes which corresponds to the reachability property given in Definition 4. We use the implementation computing the dynamics given in the previous section, in order to solve this reachability problem. Moreover, we first use a predicate goal to list the processes we want to reach (line 35) and one can add as many rules of this kind as there are objective processes.
Hgoal(activeProcess("z",l) ) .
The literal reached (AP r, T) then checks if a given active process AP r of the goal is contained in the state of step T (line 36). Otherwise, the current answer will be eliminated by a constraint (not detailed here) which verifies that all processes of the goal are satisfied.
36 reached (APr, T) f-goal(APr) , instate (APr, T) .
However, the limitation of the method above is that the user has to decide upstream the number of computed steps that should be sufficient to reach all the goals. It is a main disadvantage which is shared for instance by the method proposed in [13] . One solution is then to use an incremental computation mode, which is especially tackled by the in cremental solver of CUNGO [12] . The corresponding syntax separates the program in 3 parts. The base part contains only non-incremental elements and is thus used to declare general rules that do not depend on the time steps (such as the data related to the model). The body iteration is then written in the step (t) and check (t) parts, which are computed at each incremental step. Note that the step number t is not a variable but a constant placeholder. The step (t) part comprises rules depending on the time step, and the check (t) contains constraints that stop the iteration when needed.
When using this new syntax, the obtained program is almost identical to what was presented before, except that step numbers T are replaced by the constant placeholder t. In each step t, the program computes the following predicates:
playable actions: playable (Act , t) ,
-chosen action to be played: play (Act , t) , possible bounces: change (B , t) , new state: instate (activeProcess (A , I) , t+l)
They are computed in the step (t) part by the same way than previously, but only for the current step. The solver then com pares its current answer sets with the t-dependent constraint given in the check (t) part. Regarding our implementation, this constraint, given in lines 37-38, simply states that all goals have to be met. If this constraint invalidates all current answer sets, the computation continues in the next iteration in order to reach a valid answer set. As soon as one or more answer sets are not filtered out by the constraint, they are returned and the computation stops.
37 notReached(t) f-goal(F) , not instate(F,t) .
38 f-notReached (t) .
C. Loops elimination
The iterative version of our tool will iterate indefinitely if the dynamics of a model contains a loop. To palliate this, we define the atom getNbrRepeti tion (X , T, t) which contains the number X of identical active processes between the current time step t and another previous step T, although we do not detail here the method to compute this value. A loop is then easily detected by comparing this value to the total number of sorts (lines 39-41), and therefore simply eliminated by the constraint of line 42.
39loop(t, T) f-getNbrRepetition(X,T,t) ,
� getNbreSorts(Y) , X=Y.
41 noChange (t) f-loop (t, _ ) .
42 f-noChange (t) .
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new logical approach to address some dynamical properties of Process Hitting models.
The originality of our work consists in using ASP, a powerful declarative programming paradigm. Thanks to the encoding we introduced, we are not only able to tackle the enumeration of fixed points but also to check reach ability properties. The major benefit of such a method is to get an exhaustive enu meration of all corresponding paths while still being tractable for models with dozens of interacting components.
One of the perspectives of our work is to extend the set of models on which our approach could be applied. We can consider the addition of priorities or neutralizing edges, or tackle other representations, such as Thomas modeling [2] .
However, the range of the analysis can also be enriched, by searching the set of initial states allowing to reach a given goal instead of the other way around, or extending the method to universal properties (like the AF operator in CTL). 
